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A COMPLEX QUATERNION MODEL FOR HYPERBOLIC 3-SPACE
JOSEPH A. QUINN
Abstract. In 1900, Macfarlane [8] proposed a hyperbolic variation on Hamilton’s quaternions
that closely resembles Minkowski spacetime. Viewing this in a modern context, we expand upon
Macfarlane’s idea and develop a model for real hyperbolic 3-space in which both points in and
isometries of the space are expressed as complex quaternions, analogous to Hamilton’s famous
theorem on Euclidean rotations. We use this to give new computational tools for studying isometries
of hyperbolic 2- and 3-space. We also give a generalization to other quaternion algebras.
1. Introduction
In this paper we give a new perspective on hyperbolic 3-space which reconnects some classical
geometric ideas about quaternions to the current use of quaternion algebras in the arithmetic theory
of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. In [10] we will discuss generalizations, families of examples and applications
of this approach.
In 1843, Hamilton [6] introduced the quaternions H as a way of modeling 3-dimensional Euclidean
rotations, identifying R3 with the space of pure quaternions H0, and SOp3q with the projective norm-
one quaternions PH1. Here we will be interested in involutions and groups of orientation-preserving
isometries, so since H0 “ SkewpH, ˚q and SOp3q – Isom`pS2q, we rephrase Hamilton’s result as
follows.
Theorem (Hamilton, 1843). The standard involution ˚ on H gives rise to a 2-sphere SkewpH, ˚q1,
and an isomorphism PH1 – Isom`pS2q is defined by the group action
PH1 ü SkewpH, ˚q1, pu, pq ÞÑ upu˚.
In 1900, a lesser known construction by Macfarlane [8] gave a variation on H with potential for a
similar result about hyperbolic 3-space, using Minkowksi spacetime. This idea remained incomplete
however, as it predated both Minkowski spacetime and the arithmetic formalism of (generalized)
quaternion algebras later introduced by Dickson [3, 4, 5]. Here we use an old theorem by Wignor [2]
to unite Macfarlane’s geometric ideas with Dickson’s arithmetic results, for applications to topology
of hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
Let B be the complex quaternion algebra
´
1,1
C
¯
and denote abstract real hyperbolic 3-space by
H3. The main result (Theorem 3.5) is an analogue of Hamilton’s Theorem above for H3, and can be
stated informally as follows.
Theorem 1.1. B admits a unique involution : which gives rise to a hyperboloid model SympB, :q1`
for H3, and an isomorphism PB1 – Isom`pH3q is defined by the group action
µ : PB1 ü SympB, :q1`, pu, pq ÞÑ upu:.
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2 JOSEPH A. QUINN
Just as in Hamilton’s theorem, points and isometries are both represented by quaternions so that
the group action can be written multiplicatively via conjugation by an involution. We use this
approach to prove the following facts in Theorems 4.3 and 4.7, and Proposition 4.10.
‚ A point p P SympB, :q1` r t1u acts on SympB, :q1` as the hyperbolic isometry that translates
by arcoshpp´ p0q along the geodesic rgp1, pq.
‚ A point p P Skewp:,Bq1 acts on SympB, :q1` as a purely loxodromic isometry (or elliptic
isometry when trppq “ 0) with translation length ˇˇarcoshpp ´ p0q ´ pi?´12 ˇˇ, rotation angle pi2
and axis rgp1,´p2q.
‚ Each element of Isom`pH3q is represented by some m ‘ w P Symp:,Bq ‘ Skewp:,Bq and,
extending µ to rµ : B ˆ B Ñ B, its isometric action is given by
µpp, 1q “ rµpm, 1q ` rµpw, 1q ´ rm,ws,
where rm,ws is the commutator of m and w.
In §5, we provide a dictionary from the current approach to the conventional Mo¨bius action on
upper half-space. This is conveniently given by the map
ι : SympB, :q1` Ñ H3, w ` xi` jpy ` z I iq ÞÑ y ` zI ` Jw ` x .
In §6, we give an analogous version of the above results for hyperbolic surfaces.
In §7, we give a generalization of the main theorem to a broader class of quaternion algebras, includ-
ing some that occur as arithmetic invariants of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. In particular, an adaptation
of Theorem 1.1 is given for quaternion algebras
´
a,b
F p?´dq
¯
where F Ă R and a, b, d P F`.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Quaternion Algebras. A quaternion algebra is a central-simple 4-dimensional algebra, but for
our purposes we have the following more explicit characterization. Let K be a field with charpKq ‰ 2.
Definition 2.1. For a, b P Kˆ, the quaternion algebra
´
a,b
K
¯
is the associative K-algebra (with unity)
K ‘Ki‘Kj ‘Kij where i2 “ a, j2 “ b and ij “ ´ji.
Proposition 2.2. [12]
(1) Up to R-algebra isomorphism, there are only two quaternion algebras over R: Hamilton’s
quaternions H :“
´
´1,´1
R
¯
, and
´
1,1
R
¯
– M2pRq.
(2) For all a, b P Cr t0u, there is a C-algebra isomorphism
´
a,b
C
¯
– M2pCq.
Definition 2.3. Let q “ w ` xi` yj ` zij P
´
a,b
K
¯
where w, x, y, z P K.
(1) The quaternion conjugate of q is q˚ :“ w ´ xi´ yj ´ zk.
(2) The (reduced) norm of q is npqq :“ qq˚ “ w2 ´ ax2 ´ by2 ` abz2.
(3) The (reduced) trace of q is trpqq :“ q ` q˚ “ 2w.
(4) q is a pure quaternion when trpqq “ 0.
Proposition 2.4. [12] If K Ă C, then under any matrix representation of
´
a,b
K
¯
into M2pCq, n and
tr correspond to the matrix determinant and trace, respectively.
We will indicate conditions on the trace via subscript, for instance the set of pure quaternions in a
subset E Ă
´
a,b
K
¯
is E0 “
 
q P S | trpqq “ 0( and those having positive trace is E` “  q P S | trpqq ą
0
(
. We will indicate conditions on the norm via superscript, for instance E1 “  q P S | npqq “ 1(.
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2.2. Algebras with Involution. Let K be a field where charpKq ‰ 2 and let A be a central simple
K-algebra.
Definition 2.5. An involution on A is a map ‹ : A Ñ A : x ÞÑ x‹ such that @ x, y P A, we have
px` yq‹ “ x‹ ` y‹, pxyq‹ “ y‹x‹ and px‹q‹ “ x.
Definition 2.6. Let E Ă A and let ‹ be an involution on A.
(1) The symmetric elements of ‹ in E, is SympE, ‹q :“ tx P A | x‹ “ xu.
(2) The skew-symmetric elements of ‹ in E is SkewpE, ‹q :“ tx P E | x‹ “ ´xu.
(3) ‹ is of the first kind if K “ SympK, ‹q.
(4) ‹ is standard if it is of the first kind and @ x P A, xx‹ P K.
(5) ‹ is of the second kind if K ‰ SympK, ‹q.
Example 2.7. [7]
(1) Quaternion conjugation ˚ is the unique standard involution on a quaternion algebra.
(2) If A is a quaternion algebra over K, then SympA, ˚q “ K and SkewpA, ˚q “ A0.
(3) Matrix transposition on the C-algebra MnpCq is an involution of the first kind, but not a
standard involution.
(4) The conjugate transpose on the C-algebra MnpCq is an involution of the second kind.
Proposition 2.8. [7] Let ‹ be an involution on A.
(1) 1‹ “ 1.
(2) If ‹ is of the first kind, then it is K-linear.
(3) If ‹ is of the second kind, then rK : SympK, ‹qs “ 2.
(4) A “ SympA, ‹q ‘ SkewpA, ‹q.
2.3. Macfarlane’s Hyperbolic Quaternions. To understand Macfarlane’s construction, we first
look at the classical notation used by Hamilton. There we see the quaternions defined as the R-algebra
generated by 1, i, j, k with the following multiplication rules.
i2 “ j2 “ k2 “ ´1,
ij “ k “ ´ji, jk “ i “ ´kj, ki “ j “ ´ik.
Hamilton’s model for rotations in R3 relied on showing relationships between quaternion multiplica-
tion and spherical trigonometry.
Macfarlane [8] proposed the following variation on Hamilton’s multiplication rules.
i2 “ j2 “ k2 “ 1,
ij “ ?´1k “ ´ji, jk “ ?´1i “ ´kj, ki “ ?´1j “ ´ik.(2.9)
In analogy to Hamilton’s work, Macfarlane showed how this system relates to hyperbolic trigonometry.
He did this by working with 3-dimensional hyperboloids lying in the space tw`xi`yj`zk | w, x, y, z P
Ru, which naturally admits the structure of Minkowski spacetime (defined in the following subsection).
Figure 1 is a drawing from Macfarlane’s paper [8] depicting what would later be termed the light
cone, and light-like and time-like vectors.
On the other hand, tw ` xi ` yj ` zk | w, x, y, z P Ru is not an algebra, nor is it closed under
multiplication, and it is unclear in Macfarlane’s work how to reconcile the occurrence of
?´1 as a
scalar with the use of R as the base field.
2.4. Wigner’s Spinor Representation. Minkowski spacetime, denoted by Rp1,3q, is the quadratic
space pR4, φq where φ is the standard quadratic form of signature p1, 3q
φ : R4 Ñ R, pv0, v1, v2, v3q ÞÑ v20 ´
3ÿ
`“1
v2` .(2.10)
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Figure 1. Macfarlane’s quaternion hyperboloids.
The (standard) hyperboloid model for hyperbolic 3-space is
I3 :“  pv0, v1, v2, v3q “ v P Rp1,3q | φpvq “ 1, v0 ą 0(,
equipped with the metric induced by the restriction of φ to the tangent space.
Wigner identified Rp1,3q with the 2ˆ 2 Hermitian matrices
Herm2pCq :“
 
m P M2pCq | mJ “ m
(
where the isometric quadratic form is the determinant. He used this to establish the spinor represen-
tation of SOp1, 3q into PSL2pCq [2].
That construction implies the following way of computing the orientation-preserving isometries of
I3, where we have changed coordinates to make later computations more convenient. Let
η : Rp1,3q Ñ `Herm2pCq,det ˘, pw, x, y, zq ÞÑ ˆ w ´ x y ´?´1zy `?´1z w ` x
˙
.
The map η is a quadratic space isometry under which tm P Herm2pCq | detpmq “ 1u{t˘1u identifies
naturally with I3, and the relevant consequence of Wigner’s work is as follows.
Theorem 2.11 (Wigner, 1937 [2]). An isomorphism Isom`pH3q – PSL2pCq is defined by the group
action
PSL2pCqü I3, pm, pq ÞÑ η´1
`
mηppqmJ˘.
Remark 2.12. This assumes a choice of representative m P SL2pCq of t˘mu P PSL2pCq, but that
choice has no effect on the product so we ignore this distinction. Where it will not cause confusion,
we will write similarly when discussing projective quaternions.
3. Proof of Main Result
To prove Theorem 1.1, we update Macfarlane’s construction to the notation of modern quaternion
algebra theory and then show how his object of interest identifies with Minkowski spacetime as a
subspace of the complex quaternion algebra. We use this to develop some notation, then give the
more precise statement of the result, in Theorem 3.5. We then finish the proof using a reinterpretation
of Wigner’s theorem in the context of quaternions.
Recall from (2.9), Macfarlane’s equation
ij “ ?´1k.
Solving for k in terms of i and j gives
k “ ´?´1ij.
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Making this substitution throughout leaves the other equations in (2.9) intact, that is
k2 “ p´?´1ijq2 “ ´ijij “ ij2i “ i2 “ 1,
jk “ jp´?´1ijq “ ´?´1jij “ ?´1ij2 “ ?´1i,
ki “ p´?´1ijqi “ ?´1i2j “ ?´1j.
We may thus drop k and more concisely capture Macfarlane’s multiplication rules by
i2 “ j2 “ 1, ij “ ´ji.
This agrees with the choice a “ b “ 1 in the notation of Definition 2.1. Also, since the real numbers
as well as
?´1 are permitted as scalars, we are working over the field C.
Putting this together, we can recognize the object Macfarlane studied as a real vector space em-
bedded in the complex quaternion algebra, particularly the space
SpanRp1, i, j, kq “ SpanRp1, i, j,´
?´1ijq Ă
´1, 1
C
¯
.
So let B “
´
1,1
C
¯
, let n be the quaternion norm on B, and we have motivated the following definition.
Definition 3.1. The (standard) Macfarlane space is the normed vector space
M :“ R‘ Ri‘ Rj ‘ R?´1ij Ă B
over R, where the norm is the restriction n|M.
Then define the metric space
M1` :“
 
p PM | nppq “ 1, trppq ą 0((3.2)
where the metric is induced by the restriction of n to the tangent space.
Proposition 3.3. M identifies naturally with Minkowski spacetime, and M1` is a hyperboloid model
for hyperbolic 3-space.
Proof. Let p “ w ` xi ` yj ` ?´1zij P M where w, x, y, z P R and refer to Definition 2.3, taking
a “ b “ 1.
nppq “ w2 ´ x2 ´ y2 ` p?´1zq2 “ w2 ´ x2 ´ y2 ´ z2.
Thus M identifies with Rp1,3q naturally via w ` xi ` yj `?´1zij Ø pw, x, y, zq, and n is isometric
to φ from (2.10). The conditions nppq “ 1 and trppq ą 0 in M1` then correspond respectively with
the conditions φpvq “ 1 and v0 ą 0 in the definition of I3. 
Next we introduce the involution which will give the desired action by isometries.
Definition 3.4. The Macfarlane involution, denoted by :, is the involution of the second kind on B
whose set of symmetric elements is M.
Equivalently, for q “ w ` xi ` yj ` zij P B with w, x, y, z P C, the Macfarlane involution is the
extension of complex conjugation given by
q: “ w ` xi` yj ´ zij.
Theorem 3.5. The Macfarlane involution : is the unique involution on B such that Symp:,Bq is a
quadratic R-space of signature p1, 3q. Moreover, an isomorphism PB1 – Isom`pH3q is defined by the
group action
µ : PB1 üM1`, pu, pq ÞÑ upu:.
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Proof. The involution : is uniquely determined by its symmetric space M, and M is the only subspace
of B having signature p1, 3q that can be fixed by an involution.
To see this, recall that for q “ w`xi`yj` zij P B with w, x, y, z P Rp?´1q, the quaternion norm
is npqq “ w2 ´ x2 ´ y2 ` z2, so that as an 8-dimensional R-space
B “ `R‘?´1Ri‘?´1Rj ‘ Rij˘‘ `?´1R‘ Ri‘ Rj ‘?´1Rij˘
is a decomposition of B into its positive-definite and negative-definite subspaces, respectively. For an
involution of B to have a symmetric space with non-trivial signature, the involution must be of the
second kind, forcing the symmetric space to include the summand R but not
?´1R. This accounts
for the 1-dimensional positive-definite portion of the symmetric space. Then the only option for the
remaining 3-dimensional negative-definite portion is Ri ‘ Rj ‘ ?´1Rij. This forces the symmetric
space to be M and hence the involution to be :.
By Proposition 3.3, we know that M1` is a hyperboloid model for H3, so to realize the isomorphism
PB1 – Isom`pH3q via PB1 ˆM1` ÑM1`, pu, pq ÞÑ upu:, consider the map
ρ : B Ñ M2pCq, w ` xi` yj ` zij ÞÑ
ˆ
w ´ x y ´ z
y ` z w ` x
˙
.(3.6)
We show that ρ is a bijective C-algebra isomorphism that transfers the Macfarlane involution to the
complex conjugate transpose. From there the result follows by applying Wigner’s Theorem 2.11.
Observe that ρ takes the quaternion trace and norm to the matrix trace and determinante, respec-
tively. Also, since ρ is linear in w, x, y, z, it preserves addition, thus it is a C-algebra homomorphism
because it preserves the multiplication laws on i and j, as follows.
ρpiq2 “
ˆ´1 0
0 1
˙2
“
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
“ ρp1q “ ρpi2q.
ρpjq2 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙2
“
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
“ ρp1q “ ρpj2q.
ρpijq “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
“
ˆ´1 0
0 1
˙ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
“ ρpiqρpjq.
ρp´ijq “
ˆ
0 1
´1 0
˙
“
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙ˆ´1 0
0 1
˙
“ ρpjqρpiq.
Next, ρ is injective because if ρBpw ` xi` yj ` zijq “
ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙
, then
w ´ x “ 0 y ´ z “ 0
w ` x “ 0 y ` z “ 0
which gives w “ x “ y “ z “ 0. This implies ρ is surjective as well because it is a map betwen
C-spaces of the same dimension. And lastly,
ρ
`pw ` xi` yj ` zijq:˘ “ ρpw ` xi` yj ´ zijq
“
ˆ
w ´ x y ` z
y ´ z w ` x
˙
“ ρpw ` xi` yj ` zijqJ.

4. Isometries as Points
By Proposition 2.4, the usual classification of isometries by trace [11] applies in our quaternion
model.
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Definition 4.1. Let q P PB1 (represented up to sign in B1).
(1) q is elliptic when trpqq P R and |trpqq| ă 2.
(2) q is parabolic when trpqq “ ˘2.
(3) q is loxodromic when trpqq R r´2, 2s.
(a) q is hyperbolic when trpqq P R and |trpqq| ą 2.
(b) q is purely loxodromic when trpqq P Cr R.
4.1. Points on the Hyperboloid as Isometries. By Theorem 1.1, points in H3 and isometries of
H3 are now both realized as elements of the same algebra B. Moreover, in this model, H3 can be seen
as a subset of the group Isom`pH3q as follows.
Lemma 4.2. M1` identifies naturally with a subset of PB1.
Proof. Since M1 “ tq P B | npqq “ 1u Ă B1, it suffices to show there is a natural choice of
representative under the projection, i.e. that the map
M1` Ñ PB1, p ÞÑ t˘pu
is injective. This is immediate because if p PM1`, then trppq ą 0 and then trp´pq “ ´trppq so that
´p RM1`. 
Thus there will be no confusion in speaking of a point p PM1` as the isometry t˘pu P PB1.
Comparing to Hamilton’s theorem, since H10 Ă H1, Hamilton’s action defines an action of S2 on
itself. We now similarly investigate M1` as a set of isometries of itself. For two points p1, p2 PM1`, letrgpp1, p2q be the complete oriented geodesic that passes through p1 and p2 in that direction. Trivially,
1 PM1` is the identity isometry, and for the other elements we have the following.
Theorem 4.3. A point p PM1`rt1u is the hyperbolic isometry with translation length arcoshpp´p0q
along rgp1, pq.
Proof. Recall that 2w “ trppq and w P r1,8q, so to show that p is a hyperbolic isometry entails
showing w ą 1. We know that p “ w ` xi` yj ` z?´1ij for some w, x, y, z P R. Since nppq “ 1, we
have w2 “ 1` x2 ` y2 ` z2 ě 1. Since p ‰ 1, we know that at least one of x, y, z is nonzero, so then
w ą 1 as desired.
It follows that p has translation length arcosh
` trppq
2
˘
and that there is a unique geodesic in M1`
that is invariant under the action of p, which p translates along [11]. We can rewrite the translation
length as desired because trppq2 “ w “ p´ p0. For the remaining part, let rg “ rgp1, pq and referring to
Figure 2, notice that
(4.4) rg “ tq PM1` | D λ P R : q0 “ λp0u.
Let q P rg, so then D λ P R such that q “ trpqq2 ` λp0. Then since p PM “ SympB, :q,
µpp, qq “ pqp: “ pqp “
ˆ
trppq
2
` p0
˙ˆ
trpqq
2
` λp0
˙ˆ
trppq
2
` p0
˙
.
If we multiply this out, there will be scalars r, s, t, u P R so that the expression has the form
µpp, qq “ r ` sp0 ` tp20 ` up30 “ pr ` tp20q ` ps` up20qp0.
We then have that µpp, qq0 “ ps ` up20qp0 is a real multiple of p0 as desired because p0˚ “ ´p0
implies p20 “ ´p0p0˚ “ ´npp0q P R, so that ps` up20q P R. Therefore rg is invariant under the action of
p. 
Remark 4.5. There is an important distinction between what happens here and what happens in
Hamilton’s model. There, Isom`pH10q – Isom`pS2q is comprised of rotations, and the action of
H10 on itself includes a rotation by pi2 about every possible axis, thus generating the full isometry
group. Here, Isom`pM1`q – Isom`pH3q is comprised of rotations, parabolic translations, hyperbolic
translations and purely loxodromic corkscrew motions. Yet the action of M1` on itself includes only
the translations with axes passing through 1, and so only generates the hyperbolic translations.
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Figure 2. A 2-dimensional analog of parametrizing rg using pure quaternions.
4.2. The Anti-Hermitian Complement of M. We now seek a geometric interpretation for other
elements of Isom`pH3q using properties of quaternions.
Definition 4.6. The (standard) skew-Macfarlane space is W :“ Skewp:,Bq.
It is immediate by Proposition 2.8 that M ‘W “ B, and that W “ ?´1M. The portion of W
which (up to sign) contributes to the group PB1 is W1 “  q P W | npqq “ 1(. This set’s geometric
structure can be used to describe the isometric action of its elements.
Theorem 4.7.
(1) W1 is a hyperboloid of one sheet and W10 is an ellipsoid.
(2) A point p P W1 rW10 is the purely loxodromic isometry with rotation angle pi2 , translation
length
ˇˇ
arcoshpp´ p0q ´ pi
?´1
2
ˇˇ
and axis rgp1,´p2q.
Proof. Let p PW1. Then p “ w?´1` x?´1i` y?´1j ` zij for some w, x, y, z P R. and then
1 “ nppq “ ´w2 ` x2 ` y2 ` z2.
So the collection of points p satisfying nppq “ 1 forms a hyperboloid of one sheet, and eliminating the
first coordinate gives the ellipsoid
tx2 ` y2 ` z2 | x, y, z P Ru
of pure quaternions. This proves (1).
If trppq ‰ 0, then trppq “ 2w?´1 where w P Rˆ, making p purely loxodromic. Since this number
is purely imaginary, arcosh
` trppq
2 q is of the form r ` pi2
?´1 with r P R. Thus the rotation angle of p
is pi2 and the translation length is |r| “
ˇˇ
arcoshpp´ p0q ´ pi
?´1
2
ˇˇ
[11].
We now show that the axis of p is rgp1,´p2q. First notice that since p: “ ´p, we have µpp, 1q “
pp: “ ´p2. Let q P rgp1,´p2q. Then, similarly to in the proof of Theorem 4.3, Dλ P R such that
q “ trpqq
2
` λp´p2q0 “ trpqq
2
´ λpp2q0.
(Note that pp2q0 ‰ pp0q2.) Again using p: “ ´p, we compute
µpp, qq “ p` trpqq2 ´ λpp2q0˘p:
“ trpqq2 p´p2q ` λpp2q0p2.
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Thinking of these two summands as Euclidean vectors, the first is co-linear with the vector pointing
to ´p2 PM1`. If we can show that adding the second summand results in a point on rgp1,´p2q we
will be done. We do this by proving that the pure quaternion part of pp2q0p2 is parallel to the pure
quaternion part of ´p2. Since p2 P M, we have p2 “ r ` si ` yj ` z?´dij for some r, s, t, u P R.
Then `pp2q0p2˘0 “ `psi` yj ` z?´dijqpr ` si` yj ` z?´dijq˘0
“ rsi` ryj ` rz?´dij
“ rpp2q0. 
Remark 4.8. Just as there are hyperbolic isometries not lying on M1`, there are purely loxodromic
isometries not lying on W1, as well as many other isometries not lying on either.
We can compute information about arbitrary isometries in PB1 using the decomposition of B into
M ‘W but this will entail working with elements of M and W that are not isometries. We thus
extend µ to rµ : B ü B, pq, pq ÞÑ qpq:.(4.9)
For p, q P B, their commutator is defined as rp, qs :“ pq ´ qp.
Proposition 4.10. If q “ m` w P PB1 where m PM and w PW, then rm,ws PM0 and
µpq, 1q “ rµpm, 1q ` rµpw, 1q ´ rm,ws.
Proof. Using the anti-commutativity of : along with the facts that m: “ m and w: “ ´w, we compute
that µpq, 1q “ pm` wqpm` wq: has the given form. Similarly, we get rm,ws PM by observing that
rm,ws “ rm,ws:. Additionally rm,ws P B0, because trpmwq “ trpwmq implies tr
`rm,wsq “ 0. 
Corollary 4.11. tr
`
µpq, 1q˘ “ tr`rµpm, 1q˘` tr`rµpw, 1q˘.
5. Comparison to the Mo¨bius Action
The upper half space model for H3 admits a well-known identification with a subset of H [11],
which makes for a convenient transfer of data between that model and the current approach. First,
to distinguish elements of H from elements of B, we write
H “ R‘ RI ‘ RJ ‘ RIJ,
I2 “ J2 “ ´1,
IJ “ ´JI.
Then C Ă B as the basefield, and also C Ă H as C “ R‘ RI. This identification between subspaces
of B and H will be significant, so we will write C as R‘ RI in both instances.
Definition 5.1.
(1) The upper half-space model H3 is R ‘ RI ‘ R`J Ă H endowed with the metric induced by
the map p “ x1 ` x2I ` x3J ÞÑ
a
nppq
|x3| .
(2) The (quaternionic) Mo¨bius action by PSL2pCq on H3 is
α : PSL2pCqü H3,
ˆˆ
a b
c d
˙
, p
˙
ÞÑ pap` bqpcp` dq´1.
We now obtain a concise relationship between the Mo¨bius action on H3 and our isometric action
µ on M1` from Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 5.2. Let
ι : M1` Ñ H3, w ` xi` jpy ` z I iq ÞÑ y ` zI ` Jw ` x .
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(1) ι is an orientation-preserving isometry.
(2) For all pq,mq P PB1 ˆM1`, ι
`
µpq,mq˘ “ α`ρpqq, ιpmq˘.
Remark 5.3. With k as in Macfarlane’s original notation from (2.9), w ` xi ` jpy ` z I iq “ w `
xi` yj ` zk.
Proof. We prove (1) constructively by composing well-known maps, written in quaternion terms. The
Poincare´ ball model for H3 can be identified with an open ball
Mă10 :“
 
m PM | trpmq “ 0,npmq ă 1(
lying in the space of pure quaternions “under” the hyperboloid M1`. The standard conformal pro-
jection [1] from the hyperboloid model to the Poincare´ ball model then becomes
ιproj : M1` ÑMă10 , w ` xi` yj ` z I ij ÞÑ xi` yj ` z I ij1` w .
Next we use the standard isometry [1] from the Poincare´ ball model to the upper half-space model,
but for the image to lie in H3 Ă H as desired, we relabel our coordinates so that the axes iR, jR and
IijR become R, IR and JR, respectively. In this notation, the isometry is an inversion through the
sphere of radius
?
2 centered at ´J P H with a relabeling of coordinates, in particular
ιinv : Mă10 Ñ H3, xi` yj ` z I ij ÞÑ 2x` 2yI ` p1´ x
2 ´ y2 ´ z2qJ
x2 ` y2 ` pz ` 1q2 .
Lastly, observe that ιinv is orientation reversing. We remedy this and achieve the map ι by include
the sign change and (even) permutation of the coordinates
ιperm : Mă10 ÑMă10 , xi` yj ` z I ij ÞÑ yi´ zj ` Ixij.
Using that for all pw ` xi` yj ` z I ijq PM1`, x2 ` y2 ` z2 “ w2 ´ 1, a computation shows
pιinv ˝ ιperm ˝ ιprojqpw ` xi` yj ` z I ijq “ y ´ zI ` J
w ` x .
The formula for ι then follows by observing that yj ` zIij “ jpy ´ zIiq, which implies jpy ` zIjq ÞÑ
zI ` J .
We will prove (2) by first showing that the statement holds when m “ 1 PM1` and then showing
how this generalizes. Let ˚ be the standard involution on H, and n the quaternion norm in H. For
some c P C, let c be its complex conjugation and |c| its complex modulus. Observe that c˚ “ c and
npcq “ |c|2 (as opposed to the norm from B which would yield c2).
Let q “ w ` xi` yj ` zij P PB1 where w, x, y, z P C. We first compute
µpq, 1q “ qq: “|w|2 ` |x|2 ` |y|2 ` |z|2 ` pwx` wx` yz ` yzqi
` pwy ` wy ´ xz ´ xzqj ` p´wz ` wz ` xy ´ xyqIp´Iijq.
Here we have written ij P B as Ip´Iijq because it is easiest to compute ι in the coordinates
p1, i, j,´Iijq over R. Observe that, as written above in these coordinates, each term is real, so
that applying ι gives
ι
`
µpq, 1q˘ “ wy ` wy ´ xz ´ xz ` p´wz ` wz ` xy ´ xyqI ¨ I ` J|w|2 ` |x|2 ` |y|2 ` |z|2 ` wx` wx` yz ` yz .
Now we use the following facts. First replace the I ¨ I with ´1. Then observe that for any
c P C “ R ‘ IR Ă H, we have Jc “ cJ , and then pc1 ` c2Jq˚ “ c1˚ ` J˚c2˚ “ c1 ´ c2J . We use
this to rearrange the terms, but first we make a substitution. From the norm on B we have that
1 “ w2´x2´ y2` z2 “ pw´xqpw`xq´ py´ zqpy` zq. Augment the J-coordinate in the numerator
with this, and after some manipulation we get
ι
`
µpq, 1q˘ “ `y ´ z ` pw ´ xqJ˘`w ` x´ py ` zqJ˘|w ` x|2 ` |y ` z|2 .
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The denominator here is n
`
w ` x` py ` zqJ˘ “ `w ` x` py ` zqJ˘`w ` x´ py ` zqJ˘. Making this
substitution and cancelling on the right with the common factor in the numerator yields
ι
`
µpq, 1q˘ “ `y ´ z ` pw ´ xqJ˘`w ` x` py ` zqJ˘´1
“ α
˜ˆ
w ´ x y ´ z
y ` z w ` x
˙
, J
¸
“ α`ρpqq, ιp1q˘.
This establishes equation (2) of the Theorem in the case where m “ 1.
If m ‰ 1, D r P PB1 such that m “ µpr, 1q so that @q P PB1 : ι`µpq,mq˘ “ ι´µ`q, µpr, 1q˘¯.
But µ defines a left group action, so this equals ι
`
µpqr, 1q˘. Then by the argument above, this is
equal to α
`
ρpqrq, ιp1q˘. Since ρ is a homomorphism and α also defines a left group action, this equals
α
´
ρpqq, α`ρprq, 1˘¯. Apply the argument above once again and substitute m back in, and we have
ι
`
µpq,mq˘ “ α`ρpqq, ιpmq˘ as desired. 
6. Quaternion Models for the Hyperbolic Plane
We have now seen a method for studying Isom`pH3q using
´
1,1
C
¯
. In this section we show how we
can restrict this to study Isom`pH2q within
´
1,1
R
¯
.
Let B “
´
1,1
C
¯
and : be as before, and let A “
´
1,1
R
¯
. By Definition 2.1,
A “ R‘ Ri‘ Rj ‘ Rij,
i2 “ j2 “ 1,
ij “ ´ji,
and we can view this as a subset A Ă B.
Definition 6.1. The (standard) restricted Macfarlane space is L :“ Symp:,Aq, equipped with the
restriction of the quaternion norm.
In analogy to Theorem 1.1, let L1` :“
 
p P L | nppq “ 1, trppq ą 0(. Observe that L1` is
a hyperboloid model for the hyperbolic plane H2, as follows. An element q P A is of the form
q “ w ` xi` yj ` zij P A with w, x, y, z P R, thus q: “ w ` xi` yj ´ zij. This gives
L “ R‘ Ri‘ Rj ĂM
Now npqq “ w2 ´ x2 ´ y2 ` z2, so for p “ w ` xi ` yj P L we get nppq “ w2 ´ x2 ´ y2, i.e. the
restriction of the norm from A to L is a real-valued quadratic form of signature p1, 2q. Thus there is
a natural quadratic space isometry
L1` “
 
q P L | npqq “ 1, trpqq ą 0( »  v “ pw, x, yq P R3 | }v} “ 1, w ą 0(
where the space on the right is the standard hyperboloid model for H2.
It is immediate from the construction used for Theorem 1.1 that the matrix representation ρ,
when restricted to A, gives an isomorphism PA1 – M2pRq, and gives an isometry from L to the 2ˆ 2
symmetric matrices tm P M2pRq | mJ “ mu (where the quadratic forms are still the quaternion norm
and the determinate, respectively). We may thus similarly restrict the group action µ to attain the
following.
Corollary 6.2. An isomorphism PA1 – Isom`pH2q is defined by the group action
µA : PA1 ü L1`, pγ, pq ÞÑ γpγ:.
With this, the results of the previous sections have the following consequences for H2.
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Corollary 6.3.
(1) A point p P L1` is the hyperbolic isometry that translates by arcoshpp´ p0q along the geodesicrgp1, pq.
(2) Denoting the upper half-plane model for H2 by H2 “ R‘ IR` Ă C, the map
ιA : L1` Ñ H2, w ` xi` yj ÞÑ y ` zIw ` x
is an orientation-preserving isometry which transfers µA to the standard Mo¨bius action under
the matrix representation given by the restriction of ρ to PB1.
Remark 6.4.
(1) There is no 2-dimensional corollary of Theorem 4.7 because Skewp:,Aq “ Rij, and for an
element zij P Rij, its norm is npzijq “ ´z2, which cannot equal 1. Likewise, Isom`pH2q does
not contain loxodromic elements.
(2) One also obtains a quaternionic representation of Isom`pH2q and hyperboloid model for H2,
via the group action PA1 ˆA10 Ñ A10, pq, pq ÞÑ qpq˚ [12]. While that action is a more direct
generalization of Hamilton’s classical result, it does not admit an analogous extension to
hyperbolic 3-space.
7. Generalizations
We now obtain a generalization of Theorem 3.5 by extending some of the constructions we used
before and applying a similar argument. Let K Ď C be a field, let a, b P Kˆ and let B “
´
a,b
K
¯
.
Define
ρB : B ãÑ M2
`
Kp?a,?bq˘, w ` xi` yj ` zij ÞÑ ˆ w ´ x?a y?b´ z?ab
y
?
b` z?ab w ` x?a
˙
.
Notice that the map ρ from (3.6) is recovered by taking K “ C and a “ b “ 1. In general though,
ρB need not be surjective.
Lemma 7.1. The map ρB is an injective K-algebra homomorphism.
Proof. Since ρB is linear in w, x, y, z, it preserves addition. It is a homomorphism because it preserves
the multiplication laws on i and j, as follows.
ρpiq2 “
ˆ´?a 0
0
?
a
˙2
“
ˆ
a 0
0 a
˙
“ ρpaq “ ρpi2q.
ρpjq2 “
ˆ
0
?
b?
b 0
˙2
“
ˆ
b 0
0 b
˙
“ ρpbq “ ρpj2q.
ρpijq “
ˆ
0 ´?ab?
ab 0
˙
“
ˆ´?a 0
0
?
a
˙ˆ
0
?
b?
b 0
˙
“ ρpiqρpjq.
ρp´ijq “
ˆ
0
?
ab
´?ab 0
˙
“
ˆ
0
?
b?
b 0
˙ˆ´?a 0
0
?
a
˙
“ ρpjqρpiq.
ρB is injective because if ρBpw ` xi` yj ` zijq “
ˆ
0 0
0 0
˙
, then
w ´ x?a “ 0 y?b´ z?ab “ 0
w ` x?a “ 0 y?b` z?ab “ 0
but a, b ‰ 0, which gives w “ x “ y “ z “ 0. 
For any quaternion algebra B over a subfield of C, we have that PρBpB1q ď PSL2pCq – Isom`pH3q,
implying an injective homomorphism PρBpB1q ãÑ Isom`pH3q. As shown below, for certain choices of
B we can make this explicit using quaternion multiplication.
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Theorem 7.2. Let B “
´
a,b
K
¯
where K “ F p?´dq, F Ă R, and a, b, d P F`. Then there is a unique
involution : on B such that M :“ Symp:,Bq, equipped with the quaternion norm, is a quadratic space
of signature p1, 3q over Symp:,Kq. Moreover, letting
M1` :“
 
p PM | nppq “ 1, trppq P R`(,
an injective homomorphism PB1 ãÑ Isom`pH3q is defined by the group action
µB : PB1 üM1`, pu, pq ÞÑ upu:.
Proof. We show existence and uniqueness of : simultaneously by working constructively.
Firstly, for a quadratic space to have non-trivial signature, it cannot be over a complex field, thus
any such : must satisfy Symp:,Kq Ď F . This would make : an involution of the second kind, so that
by Proposition 2.8, Symp:,Kq “ F .
Now suppose sigF pMq “ p1, 3q. For q “ w ` xi ` yj ` zij P B with w, x, y, z P F p
?´dq, the
quaternion norm is npqq “ w2 ´ ax2 ´ by2 ` abz2. So viewed as a normed F -space,
B “ `F ‘?´dF i‘?´dFj ‘ Fij˘‘ `?´dF ‘ Fi‘ Fj ‘?´dF ij˘
is a decomposition of B into its positive-definite and negative-definite subspaces, respectively. Since
F ĂM is positive-definite and ?´dF XM “ Ø, there is only one possibility for the 3-dimensional
negative-definite portion of M. This forces
M “ F ‘ Fi‘ Fj ‘?´dF ij, and
Skewp:,Bq “ ?´dF ‘?´dF i‘?´dFj ‘ Fij,
which uniquely determines : as the involution given by
q: “ w ` xi` yj ´ zij.
Next, since sigpn|Mq “ p1, 3q, the space M1 “ tp PM | nppq “ 1u is a 3-dimensional hyperboloid
of 2 sheets defined over F . Since F is the positive-definite axis of M, and the scalar part of some
p PM is trppq2 , the space M1` “ tp PM1 | trppq ą 0u is the upper sheet of this hyperboloid.
Now M1` is not necessarily isometric to H3 since it is defined over F (which need not equal R),
and M1` need not be a standard hyperboloid (we can have a, b or d ‰ 1). Nonetheless it is closed
under the action of PB1 as defined by µB because for pu, pq P PB1 ˆM1`, we have pupu:q: “ upu:,
npupu:q “ 1 and trpupu:q ą 0, i.e. µpu, pq PM1`.
So we get an injection PB1 ãÑ Isom`pH3q by taking the image of ρB in M2pCq, and transferring
µB to Wigner’s spinor representation. To see this, first recall that ρB is an injective homomorphism
by Lemma 7.1. Then we complete the proof by showing that ρBpq:q “ ρpqqJ, which also implies that
ρBpMq is the set of Hermitian matrices in ρBpBq.
ρB
`pw ` xi` yj ` zijq:˘ “ ρBpw ` xi` yj ´ zijq
“
ˆ
w ´ x?a y?b` z?ab
y
?
b´ z?ab w ` x?a
˙
“ ρBpw ` xi` yj ` zijqJ.

Remark 7.3.
(1) Theorem 1.1 is recovered by taking F “ R and a “ b “ d “ 1.
(2) This approach also gives a more direct parallel with Hamilton’s Theorem. Indeed, if we take
B “ H in the definition of ρB, that is K “ R and a “ b “ ´1, then we get
ρB :HÑ M2pCq, w ` xi` yj ` zij ÞÑ
ˆ
w ´ x?´1 y?´1´ z
y
?´1` z w ` x?´1
˙
.
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Then if we generalize : to be the involution defined by q: “ qJ, a straightforward computation
shows that in this case, q: “ q˚.
(3) Quaternion algebras over complex number fields arise as arithmetic invariants of complete
orientable finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifolds [9], and in some cases these quaternion al-
gebras are of the form required by Theorem 7.2. This occurs for instance for non-compact
arithmetic manifolds, in which case F “ Q and a “ b “ 1. Other examples and applications
of this are explored in [10].
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